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Question 01

Blackcutt has outsourced its waste collection to a private sector provider called Waste and Co and pays an annual
amount to Waste and Co for its services. Waste and Co purchases the vehicles and uses them exclusively for
Blackcutt's waste collection. The vehicles are painted with the Blackcutt local government organisation name and
colours. Blackcutt can use the vehicles and the vehicles are used for waste collection for nearly all of the asset's life.
If a vehicle breaks down or no longer must functions, Waste and Co provide replacement vehicles fitted with the
same waste disposal containers and equipment and painted with the local government organisations name and
colours. (6 marks)

Lease
The issue here is whether the arrangement with the private sector provider Waste and Co is, or contains, a lease,
even if it does not take the legal form of a lease. The substance of the arrangement should be considered in
connection with the IFRS 16 Leases. Key factors to consider are as follows.

(i) Is there an identifiable asset?
(ii) Does the customer have the right to obtain substantially all the economic benefits from use of the asset
throughout the period of use?
(iii) Who has the right to direct how and for what purpose the asset is used?
(iv) Does the customer have the right to operate the asset throughout the period of use without the supplier
having the right to change those operating instructions?

The answer in each case is yes.

(i) The vans are an identifiable asset. Although Waste and Co can substitute another vehicle if one of the existing
vehicles needs repairing or no longer works, this substitution right is not substantive because of the significant
costs involved in fitting out the vehicle for use by Blackcutt.

(ii) Blackcutt can use the vehicles and uses them exclusively for waste collection for nearly all their life. It
therefore has a right to obtain substantially all the economic benefits from the use of the asset.

(iii) Blackcutt controls the vehicles, since it stipulates how they are painted, and ostensibly owns them because
they must be painted with Blackcutt's name. It therefore has the right to direct how and for what purpose the
asset is used.

(iv) As indicated in (ii) above, Blackcutt has the right to operate the asset throughout the period of use, although
it has outsourced the driving to Waste and Co.

The arrangement is a lease. A right-of-use asset should be recorded, and a lease liability set up, equal to the
present value of the future lease payments. The service element relating to the waste collection must be
considered as a separate component and charged to profit or loss.
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01. Application of This standard  Para 05
02. Initial measurement

ROUA                      Para 23, 24
Lease Liability       Para 26

03. Subsequent Measurement
ROUA                     Para 29
Lease Liability      Para 36

04. Re- Assessment & Modification
Re-assessment     Para 39,40
Modification        Para 44
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01. Lease Classification Para 63, 64
02. Initial measurement (Finance Leasing)

By a Leasing or Finance Institution Para 67
By a Dealer or Manufacturer           Para 71                                     

02. Subsequent Measurement       Para 75
03. Modification                                Para 79
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Measurement                    Para 81
Modification                      Para 87
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Initial & Subsequent measurement (Operating Leasing)
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Sale under SLFRS 15
FV = SP         Para 100
FV  > SP        Para 101 a
FV < SP         Para 101 b

Sale not under SLFRS 15
Para 103
















